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Measuring Atmospheric Free Radicals

Using Chemical Amplification

Abstract

Atmospheric free radicals play an important role in nearly

all atmospheric cycles. The focus of this research was to

continue characterizing the PEroxy Radical measurement by

Chemical Amplification (PERCA) method first investigated by

Cantrell [1983, 1984], then Buhr [1986). Experiments proved

the original model of the PERCA method developed by Cantrell

was too simple. New instrument modifications have insured

optimum performance for peroxy radical measurement in clean,

dry environments.

The instrument is currently calibrated under laboratory

conditions by observing the decay of HO2  radicals in

a formaldehyde photolysis system. The reported chain lengths

of 600 are in reasonable agreement with previously reported

methods. 7 Ax
Field experiments revealed strong interferences to the

PERCA system. The system's performance deteriates rapidly in

dirty air due to interferences from zero-modulation and

pernitric acid formation. The signal deteriation in high

humidity has been characterized, but the cause is still

uncertain. A new reactor design injecting clean, dry air to

dilute the sampled air may reduce all three interferences. In

addition, Peroxylacyl nitrate (PAN) was not an interference at

room temperature, and SO2 has been shown to carry the PERCA

chain reaction, but is a poor substitute for CO.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Free radicals are critical to a study of the atmosphere

because of the important roles they play in the oxidation

cycles of many trace species. Atmospheric free radicals of

particular interest are the odd hydrogen free radicals.

Since the importance of odd hydrogen radicals (hydroxyl, OH,

and perhydroxyl, H02 ) to smog chemistry was recognized

[Weinstock et al., 1969; Heicklen et al., 1969], our

understanding of the significance of these species continues

to grow. The role of odd hydrogen radicals in atmospheric

cycles in the clean troposphere has been elucidated

[Crutzen, 1971; Levy, 1971; Molina and Rowland, 1974] adding

to the importance of these atmospheric constituents. It is

recognized that the oxidation cycles of NOx, SOx, and

hydrocarbons are all dependent on the odd hydrogen radicals.

HO2 oxidizes NO to NO 2 and is the major homogenous source of

H2 02 in a clean atmosphere [Cantrell et al., 1984], and OH

plays a major role in the loss mechanisms of many trace

species including CO, CH4 , C2H4, H2, CH3 CI, CH3 CCI3, CH 3Br,

H2S, and SO2 [Logan et al., 1981]. Recently, the OH radical

has been determined as the dominant loss mechanism for

isoprene and monoterpenes at Niwot Ridge [Trainer et al.,

1987]. Various models have been developed [Logan et al.,

4!
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1981; Hov and Isaksen, 1979; Thompson and Cicerone, 1986] to

describe the effect of the radicals on atmospheric

photochemistry based on known parameters. To validate such

models, and gain a clearer understanding of the relationship

of odd hydrogen radicals in the atmosphere, accurate

measurements are needed. This work will relate the

background and the latest research conducted on the PEroxy

Radical measurement by Chemical Amplification (PERCA)

instrument developed by this group to measure ambient

atmospheric free radicals.

Odd Hydrogen Chemistry

The major source of odd hydrogen radicals is from the

photolysis of ozone to O(ID) and 02 by near 300nm radiation.

The O(1 D) combines with H20 to produce two OH radicals

[Levy, 1971, 1972]. The OH radical, with a 24 hour mean

concentration in the range (0.3-3) x 106 molecules/cm 3

[Hewitt and Harrison, 1984], is very reactive and has a

chemical lifetime of less than a second. It is converted toA

other odd hydrogen species in reactions with methane or

carbon monoxide as in the following reactions:

CO + OH -> CO 2 + H"

H' + 02 + M -> HO2 + M

In addition to ozone photolysis, OH can be regenerated by

many reactions involving HO2 and H202 such as HO2 + NO ->

NO2 + OH. The HO2 radical has a calculated average chemical

lifetime of 100 seconds and has a calculatel global average
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concentration of 2 x 108 molecules/cm3 . Although the

importance of HO2 in gas-phase tropospheric chemistry is

recognized, the aqueous-phase reaction HO2 + H+ -> H202+

could represent a major sink of gas-phase free radicals as

well as an important source of H2 02  in cloud water

[Schwartz, 1984]. The importance of H202 is that it appears

to be a principal species responsible for aqueous-phase

atmospheric oxidation of SO2 , and hence a major, and

sometimes limiting precursor for acid rain [Calvert et al.,

1984].

Figure 1 shows the results from a model calculation of

the mean concentrations of the odd hydrogen radicals

throughout the day and reveals the diurnal variations of the

odd hydrogen radicals [Logan et al., 1981]. The odd

hydrogen free radicals are involved in important atmosphti-ic

cycles including the atmospheric oxidation of methane as

illustrated in Figure 2 [Logan et al., 1981]. Figure 3

shows the major chemical reactions affecting odd hydrogen in

the troposphere [Buhr, 1986]. The OH molecule interacts

with many trace atmospheric molecules, and the close

relationship of OH and HO 2 are apparent throughout the

various cycles.

The odd hydrogen radical chemistry is complex, and the

odd hydrogen chemistry is still not fully understood. It is

not certain why some reaction rates involving odd hydrogen

radicals vary with temperature, pressure, and humidity. One
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reaction which has received considerable study is the second

order recombination of HO 2 with itself to form H2 02 and

oxygen. The reaction rate constant is reported to be (2.2 X

10-13 exp(620/T) + 1.9 X 10- 3 3 [M] exp(980/T)) (1 + 1.4 X

10-2 1 [H2 0] exp(2200/T)) cm 3 molecule-1 s- 1 where M is air

over the temperature, pressure, and humidity conditions

found in the atmosphere from ground level through the

mesosphere [Kircher and Sander, 1984]. This rate constant

shows a dependence on pressure, temperature, as well as the

humidity. The combination of CO and OH to form CO 2 and H

has a pressure dependent reaction rate [Demore et al., 1985;

Hynes et al., 1986], and the formation of H0 2NO2 through the

termolecular reaction NO 2 + HO 2 + M -> H0 2NO 2 + M is

enhanced by the presence of water vapor [Sander and

Peterson, 1984]. Continuing research will hopefully

elucidate the mechanisms of such reactions and bring a

better understanding to odd hydrogen chemistry.

Measurements of Ambient Free Radicals

The importance of free radicals in atmospheric

chemistry is well recognized and many methods are being

attempted to measure free radical concentrations in the 16

atmosphere. Unfortunately, free radical concentrations have

proven hard to measure, and attempts to measure them have

met with varying success. Since the OH radical is so

prevalent in atmospheric chemistry, much of the effort has

been directed toward measuring the OH radical. The direct

10
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methods currently being used to measure OH in the atmosphere

consist of Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF), high-resolution

spectroscopy, long-path absorption, 14CO oxidation, and

spin-trapping. Other indirect measurements of OH are made

through measuring other atmospheric trace constituents and

using modelling and mixing data to estimate OH

concentrations.

Of the methods to measure OH concentrations, LIF is the

method gaining the most attention. LIF instruments have

taken balloon (Heaps and McGee, 1983; Heaps et al., 1982,

1985], air-borne [D.D. Davis et al., 1976, 1979; L.I. Davis

et al., 1985, 1987; Wang and Davis, 1974; Wang et al.,

1981], and in-situ [Bradshav et al., 1984; Hard et al.,

1979, 1980, 1984, 1986; Rogers et al., 1985; Wang et al.,

1975] measurements of OH in the stratosphere and

troposphere. LIF involves the tuning of narrow-band UV

lasers to one or more of the OH radical electronic

absorption lines and detecting fluorescence from its first

excited electronic state. The most noted difficulty for

this method has been the uncertainty of the ozone/water

interference [D.D. Davis et al., 1981a, 1981b, Ortgies et

al., 1980]. The effect of the self-generated OH radicals

caused by the intense laser radiation dissociating ambient

ozone to 02 and O(ID), and the O(ID) subsequently combining

with water vapor to form OH radicals is still yet uncertain.

Other problems with the LIF method have been the difficulty

J1
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in calibration, the complexity of the equipment, and cost of

programs. Despite the difficulties, LIF has been the most

used method in reporting OH measurements.

A precursor to LIF was resonance fluorescence used by

Anderson, [1976] to measure OH in the stratosphere. A

resonance lamp generating light in the 308nm region was used

to excite fluorescence from atmospheric hydroxyl radicals at

the same wavelength. The balloon mounted UV source and

detector were raised and sampled while being lowered through

the atmosphere. By measuring the difference in fluorescence

signal from ambient air and chemically seeded air which had

all OH removed, the concentration of OH was determined. The

instrument was limited by interference from Rayleigh

scattering of the source at lower altitudes and by sunlight

scattering into the flow pipe, but did make some successful

measurements.

High-resolution spectroscopy [Burnett and Burnett,

1981, 1982, 1983] involves measuring the vertical abundance

of atmospheric hydroxyl using a Pepsios spectrometer to

observe the resonant absorption of sunlight by OH molecules

in the 308nm region. This is a non-calibrated method and

observes the relative overall OH concentrations. The method

presents interesting studies of seasonal and diurnal

patterns of OH in comparison to other species, but is

lacking in actual quantitative capabilities for determining

OH concentrations.
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Long-path UV laser absorption [Hagele et al., 1984;
p

Hubler et al., 1984; Perner et al., 1976] estimates OH

radical concentration through absorption of laser radiation

of 308nm along a 3-10km pathlength. T1his method provides an

absolute measure of OH concentration, but currently lacks

adequate sensitivity to measure ambient OH concentrations

due to interference from ambient turbulence, absorption by

other atmospheric constituents, and stray sunlight.

Reported measurements from this method have been very close

to the detection limit of the instrument.

The 1 4CO radiochemical technique to measure OH

[Campbell et al., 1979] involves 14C labelled CO being

oxidized to CO 2 through the reaction of CO + OH -> CO2 + H

in a 100dm3 teflon bag and the labelled CO2 measured. The

estimated precision of this method is plus or minus 40% with

wall effects being the greatest source of error [Campbell et

al., 1980).

The last direct method to measure OH concentrations is

spin-trapping with determination by Electron Spin Resonance
I

(ESR) and Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS)

[Watanabe et al., 1982]. Ambient OH is spin trapped in a

alpha-4-pyridyl-N-tert-butylnitrone alpha-l-oxide (4POBN)

impregnated sheet on an aircraft platform. The OH and 4POBN

form a stable adduct and amount of adduct is determined by

GC/MS. The sensitivity of the method is reported to be 0.2

x 106 OH/cm 3 , but the overall precision of the method is

2."
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suspect. Our group's attempt to duplicate this work found

insurmountable interference problems in the method [Buhr,

1986). No publications after the 1982 paper have been

observed on the method from the original authors.

The indirect methods to measure OH concentrations

include measuring ground level 14 CO and 1 2 CO concentrations

(Volz et al., 1981], and tropospheric distribution of methyl

chloroform and other halocarbons [Singh, 1977a, 1977b] to

derive mean OH concentrations. These measurements used

various models to relate the findings and the relationships

imposed by the models may be inaccurate.

Although HO2 does not react with as many species as OH,

HO2 and other radical measurements are important because of

the close relationship shared by these species. Measuring

HO2 may be easier due to the higher concentration of HO2 and

the understood relationships between HO2  and OH in

atmospheric chemistry would help validate and bring further

understanding to the current atmospheric models. Methods to

measure HO 2 include millimeter-wave spectroscopy, matrix

isolation with Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR),

resonance fluorescence, and an LIF method called

Fluorescence Assay with Gas Expansion (FAGE). Total peroxy

free radical measurements are made with the technique of

PEroxy Radical measurement by Chemical Amplification

(PERCA).
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One of the latest methods introduced to measure HO2

concentrations is measurement by millimeter-wave

spectroscopy [De Zafra et al., 1984]. Millimeter

spectroscopy employs a sensitive mm-wave receiver to obtain

spectroscopic line profiles of three rotational emission

lines in the vicinity of 265.8 GHz. The shape of the

rotational transition line due to pressure-broadening was

deconvoluted to give information about vertical

distribution. The accuracy of the method is uncertain due

to the calculated yet unmeasured pressure-broadening

coefficient of HO2 used to decipher the data. The method is

also limited to measurements in the stratosphere and cannot

be adapted for use in the troposphere because the line

widths become too broad.

HO2 measurement by using matrix isolation with ESR

spectroscopy [Helten et al., 1984; Nihelcic et al., 1978]

consists of trapping HO 2 in a cold trap, followed by

laboratory analysis to measure the presence of HO 2 . This

technique is limited because it yields a time averaged

single data point for the entire sampling process, and

although EPR has been a successful technique for identifying

free radicals in the laboratory, the EPR spectra for NO 2 is

similar to the EPR spectra for HO2 causing a calibration

error estimated to be a factor of three in stratospheric

measurements. This interference apparently limits the

usefulness of this method in the troposphere.
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Resonance fluorescence has also been used to measure

HO2 [Anderson et al., 1981] by converting ambient HO2 to OH

through the fast bimolecular reaction HO2 + NO -> OH + NO2

and measuring the OH concentration as previously outlined

for the resonance fluorescence method. This method is

successful in the upper atmosphere, but suffers quenching by

oxygen in the lower atmosphere.

Fluorescence Assay with Gas Expansion (FAGE) uses LIF

to measure HO2 by converting HO 2 molecules to OH through

reaction with NO and measuring the real time OH D

concentration [Hard et al., 1984]. FAGE tries to reduce

many of the problems associated with LIF measurements of OH

by reducing the pressure at the LIF measurement region, and

chemical modulation of the signal, but adds to the general

complexity of the LIF method.

Considerable effort has been expended to measure

ambient atmospheric free radical concentrations. All the v
methods outlined above have merits and drawbacks. Problems

associated with the LIF, and 14 CO method have caused recent
S

intercomparisons between different measurement methods for

OH radicals to be extremely difficult and inconclusive

[Hoell et al., 1984; Gregory et al., 1985; Beck et al.,

1987]. The most presently believable real time tropospheric

OH measurements are the latest work by the FAGE LIF method

(Hard et al., 1986].

ZK Z. Z-p
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A compact, simple in design, real time instrument would

be a welcome method in this field. The last technique to

measure total peroxy free radicals is the PEroxy Radical

measurement by Chemical Amplification (PERCA) method

[Cantrell et al., 1984]. PERCA meets the needs outlined

above. PERCA measures total free radicals (ROx) on a real

time basis by converting injected NO to NO 2 through the

following chain reaction with CO:

HO2 + NO -> NO 2 + OH (1)

OH + CO -> CO 2 + H (2)

H + 02 M3 HO2  (3)

Due to its higher concentration in the atmosphere, HO2 is

the principal species initiating the chain reaction at step

1. OH can also intiate the chain reaction by entering the

chain reaction at step 2. Other free radicals can initiate

the chain reaction by substituting for HO 2 in step 1 and

oxidizing NO to NO 2 and creating an OH radical. The

resultant NO2 is measured with a state of the art, compact,

and relatively inexpensive, luminol NO2 detector. By

measuring the total ROx, various models could be validated,

and odd hydrogen radical concentrations could be discerned

through measurement of atmospheric conditions and known

relationships. The remainder of this thesis describes the

PERCA instrument, experiments done to optimize the

instrument, interferences and calibration methods for the

N
PERCA instrument, and field studies using PERCA.

%I:-
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Chapter II

PERCA

PEroxy Radical detection by Chemical Amplification

(PERCA) was first investigated by Christopher Cantrell -

[Cantrell and Stedman, 1982; Cantrell et al., 1984, f-

Cantrell, 1983] and further developed by Martin Buhr [Buhr,

1986). The PERCA technique involves injecting a steady

stream of NO (3-5 ppmv) and alternating balanced flows of

either CO or N2 (10% by volume) into a reactor to mix with

the ambient air. The NO is oxidized to NO2 in the reaction -,

HO2 + NO -> NO 2 + OH. The resulting NO 2 is quantified by

measuring the light produced by reacting the NO 2 with

luminol solution. When CO is added to the reactor, the CO

reacts with the OH created by the first reaction and creates

another HO 2  molecule and CO2  through the following

reactions:

OH + CO -> CO 2 + H

H + 02 + M -> HO2 + M

The newly created HO 2 molecule then reacts with another NO

molecule continuing the chain reaction.

The reactions thought to be important in terminating

the chain reaction are HO2 + HO 2 -> H2 02 + 02 and HO + NO +

M -> HONO + M [Buhr, 1986]. Another potentially important

15
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termination step may be the termolecular reaction Ho 2 + NO2

+ M -> H02NO 2 + M to be discussed later in this chapter.

N2 is alternated with CO to show a background signal

with no chain reaction taking place. In the original

theory, the background signal is expected to consist of the

weighted sum of the signals of ambient NO 2 , PeroxyAcyl

Nitrates (PAN), and 03 [Buhr, 1986]. The theory is

inadequate since a field study (to be discussed in a later

chapter) conducted in polluted Southern California air

yielded a background signal of 1.4 ppm relative to NO 2.

Only 60% of the background could be accounted for by the

known species above.

Each hydroperoxy or hydroxyl radical entering the -

system during the CO cycle should produce a number of NO2

molecules defined by the chain length. Figure 4 shows

Cantrell's model of chain lengths based on known involved

reactions. It is important to note that Cantrell's model

neglected wall losses and is a model for the chain length

and not for NO2 signal. This disfunction is because of the
I

instrument's depressed sensitivity to NO 2 with added NO.

The actual number for the chain length has been determined

for the present system to be approximately 600 under -S

laboratory conditions. The value is lower than predicted by

Cantrell's model, but not unreasonable, considering that the

assumptions of instantaneous mixing, plug flow, and no
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surface reactions used in Cantrell's model all would tend to S
overestimate the predicted chain length.

Pernitric Acid Formation

Under certain conditions, pernitric acid formation

through the reaction HO 2 + NO2 + M -> H02 NO2 + M may be the psS,

limiting reaction in the PERCA method. Studies by Sander

and Peterson [1984] have reported the water vapor enhanced

termolecular reaction rate constant for forming pernitric

acid to be 1.0 x 10-30 cm 6 molecule -2 second-1 . The

dissociation rate constant of pernitric acid is reported to .

be 5.2 x 10-6 exp(-19900/RT) cm 3 mol -1 s- I [Sander and

Peterson, 1984] which gives an average lifetime of over five 6

hours at room temperature and one atmosphere pressure. This

makes the dissociation of pernitric acid irrelevant in the

time frame of the PERCA method. The chain propagation

reaction of NO + HO2 -> NO2 + OH, critical to the PERCA

method, has a bimolecular reaction rate constant of 8.7 x

10-12 cm 3 molecule -1 second- 1 . Figure 5 shows a plot of the

log of the ratio of the propagation reaction rate of HO 2 +

NO divided by rate of HO2 + NO 2 + M to form pernitric acid,

as a function of increasing concentration of NO 2.

In clean dry air with less than 2ppbv NO 2 , it is

reasonable to assume that HONO formation and wall losses are

the limiting factors in the PERCA chain reaction. At less

than 2ppbv concentrations of NO 2 , the formation rate of NO2

and OH is more than 800 times faster than the formation rate

-- - .0 C .
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Figure 5. comparison of the formation
rates between the competing reactions NO
+ HO 2 -> NO2 + OH, and HO2 + NO2 + M ->
H02NO2 + M with increasing concentration
of NO2. Plotted is the log ratios using
the formation rate of NO2 divided by the
water enhanced and dry formation rates of
pernitric acid.
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of pernitric acid. Other factors besides the formation of

pernitric acid limit the chemical amplification capabilities

of the PERCA instrument in clean dry air.

In dirtier air with higher NO2 concentrations, H0 2NO 2

formation may become an important sink for HO2 molecules in

the PERCA reactor chamber, limiting the chain length. In

wet air containing 10ppbv of NO2 , the reaction forming NO 2

and OH is only 100 times faster than the formation rate of

pernitric acid. In a recent field study in California,

40ppbv concentrations of NO2 common in the Los Angeles basin

air, could have limited the chain length to the low 20s.

The ability of the NO2 forming reaction to outperform the

formation of pernitric acid rapidly deteriorates as ambient I

NO2 levels increase, and severely limits the use of the

PERCA instrument as currently configured in polluted

environments.

Pernitric acid formation may also interfere in

calibrations of the PERCA method. Calibration of the PERCA

instrument is often done with NO2 signals of 100 ppbs or

higher. At each successive chain propagation inside the

reactor creating NO 2 , the pernitric acid formation rate

increases. At some point, the resultant increase of

pernitric acid formation may compete sucessfully for HO2

radicals limiting the chain length. The calibrated chain

length in the lab with higher radical densities and

subsequent higher NO2 readings may be less than the actual

~ a-.-. -
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chain lengths possible in clean air with lower free radical

densities. The extent of such an interference from

pernitric acid formation is uncertain and requires

experimental investigation.

The Instrument

The chemical amplifier instrument consists of two

Darts. The first is the reaction chamber which provides for

reagent gas addition and NO2 production from chain reaction

and other sources. The second is the NO2 detector. Figure

6 shows a diagram of the entire PERCA system.

The stainless steel reactor is shown in Figure 7. The

reactor adds the reagent gases to the ambient air stream

through a series of small radial grooves located behind the

reactor inlet allowing for even mixing. The inlet is a 1/2"

long 1/4" od stainless steel tube with an attached female

Swagelok fitting and allows for a tight seal when sampling

from bags during calibration. The chamber volume of 250 ml

allows for a reaction time of 5 seconds at a total flow of 3

slpm. The entire chamber including the inlet is coated with

halocarbon wax to reduce wall losses.

The luminol instrument described by Wendel et al.

[1983] detects NO2 in the system by the photodetection of

the chemiluminescent reaction between NO2 and luminol (3-

aminophthalhydrazide). The detector shown in Figure 8, with

associated electronics, is able to detect ppt levels of NO2

and has a response frequency of approximately one Hertz (I
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Air To

In Mixing Chamber Detector

Reagents

Figure 7. Stainless steel reaction chamber
coated with halocarbon wax. The reagent gases
enter the plenum and are added to the incoming
air through 10 radical grooves. The volume of
the chamber is 250mi, allowing for a 5 sec.
reaction time at a total flow of 2 L/min.
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Figure 8. Luminol based nitrogen dioxide
detection cell. The NO 2 is detected by
observing the chemiluminescent reaction
between NO2 and the luminol solution at the
gas/liquid interface on the fiberglass cloth.
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s-1 ). The detector is operated by flowing luminol solution

(0.5 ml/min) over a fiberglass cloth which is held on the

back wall of the detection cell. The luminol solution is

pumped through, in a one-time through fashion, by a

peristaltic pump. The gas mixture from the pre-reactor is

passed between the fiberglass cloth and a glass window that

seals the cell from the PhotoMulitiplier Tube (PMT) (RCA

4507). The blue chemiluminescence occurring at the gas-

liquid surface is measured and the photocurrent amplified.

The instrument provides a linear response to NO 2 from 1 ppb

to a range of 4 magnitudes above. The detection limit of

the instrument is highly dependent on the noise produced

zero-modulation to be discussed later.

Data acquisition is accomplished with both analog

processing using a strip chart recorder and digital

processing using an IBM PC with a Tecmar I/O interface.

Appendix A lists the program used to collect the data. The

Tecmar I/O interface is the Lab Tender model using 8-bits to

digitize the signal range from -10 volts to +10 volts. An

8-bit word provides 256 increments to code from -10 to +10

volts giving a 0.08 volt resolution. The electrometer of the

NO 2 detector is capable of output from 0 to 15 volts dc.

When using the computer to collect the data, the settings on

the electrometer must be set to amplify the signal as much

as possible without exceeding the 10 volt limit of the

computer system. The analog meter on the instrument, rebuilt

""'
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from a McMillian Electronics Corporation (MEC) ozone

detector, reads 0-1 volt full scale, and has a tendency to

peg full scale when using the computer. Placing a resistor

in series to make the meter read 0-10 volts should solve the

problem. The current system is adequate to collect data,

but switching the data acquisition system to a twelve bit

board would enhance the resolution capabilities of the

computer data acquisition system sixteen times, making it a

more flexible system.

The ReaQents

The reagent gases used in the PERCA system are: carbon

monoxide, CP grade (Linde); nitrogen, CP grade (Linde); and

nitric oxide in nitrogen (1250 ppmv, made in aluminum

cylinders from high purity nitric oxide and nitrogen). The

carbon monoxide is passed through an activated-charcoal/

iodine trap to remove metal carbonyl compounds, principally

Ni(CO) 4 and Fe(CO)6 [Buhr, 1986]. The filter is mainly

activated charcoal (DARCO, HD-3000 grade) with a few

crystals of 12 (Fisher) to remove the metal carbonyls. The

12 crystals must be positioned so that the CO will pass

through the charcoal after contacting the iodine. The

nitric oxide is passed through dry FeSO 4 to reduce any NO2

formed in the cylinder back to NO. Copper, instead of

teflon, should be used to carry the nitric oxide to prevent

the inward diffusion of 02. The diffusion of 02 leads to

formation of NO2 in the NO supply lines.

OXL 14I
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The reagent gas flows are controlled with Tylan mass

flow controllers. Electronic mass flow controllers are the

only method with the monitoring control required to balance

the CO and N2 flow. Unbalanced flows can increase zero-

modulation discussed later in the text. Two three-way

valves (General model #1-43-900) housed in an aluminum box

with the reactor chamber previously described, gates the

entry of the carbon monoxide and nitrogen into the reaction

chamber. CO and N2 pressures must be balanced because

unbalanced pressures between CO and N2 can cause spiking in

the instrument signal when the gases are switched through

the valves. Normal pressures for NO, CO and N2 to the Tylan

flow controllers are 25 psi.

The luminol solution is an aqueous, sulfite buffered,

pH 12 mixture optimized for rcsponczc tc NO2 [Wendel, 1985).

The dry reagents (Baker Analyzed) are used without further

purification with the possible exception of luminol.

Depending on the individual batch of luminol, further

purification of luminol through recrystallization in an

alkaline aqueous solution may be required for adequate

sensitivity to NO2.
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Chapter III

Optimizing the Instrument

In developing a model for the chemistry of the

instrument, Cantrell assumed instantaneous mixing, plug

flow, and no wall losses. The model suggested increasing

chain lengths for increased reaction time (Cantrell, 1983].

These assumptions provided a basis to work from, but gave a

model that was too simplistic. The assumptions were tested

in efforts to define what was needed to optimize the

instrument. This effort included investigating different

reaction chamber designs, finding optimum reagent

concentrations, minimizing zero-modulation, and

incorporating the latest changes into the luminol detector.

Reaction Volume and Chain length

To test if the model was correct in assuming higher

chain lengths for higher reaction times, different

adjustable volume reactors were tried for their effect on a

steady radical Aignal flow generated by chlorine photolysis

(Figure 9). HO 2 radicals are produced in this flow tube

system by the following mechanism:

C1 2 + hv (320nm) --> 2 CI"

Cl + H 2 --> HCl + H"

H +02+ M -- > H0 2 + M

28
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An example of the actual steady signal characteristic of the

chlorine photolysis system is shown in Figure 10.

The first attempt used an adjustable volume reactor

consisting of two inch diameter by five inch long teflon

tubes that could be screwed together to adjust the volume.

The reagent gases were injected through 1/8 inch diameter

teflon tube as shown in Figure 11. By adding teflon tube

sections as required, it was hoped that an optimum volume

could be found. Adding a second teflon tube failed to

increase the signal received from just one section. The

optimum volume for the first adjustable volume reactor was

achievec using only the first 5 inch section. An adjustable

volume reactor with a smaller volume was needed.

The second adjustable volume reactor shown in Figure 12

consisted of a 23 1/2" by 3/4" outer diameter (od) teflon

tube and a 1/8" teflon tube injector. The reaction volume

was adjusted by moving the 1/8" teflon tubing inside the

larger tube. The raw data in Figure 13 shows the signal U

decreasing after two inches. The signal decrease was
I

unexpected and could be due to the new teflon absorbing NO 2.

Since at zero distance, the signal is almost zero, the

effect of the tubing connected to the reaction chamber is

assumed to be negligible. The total volume of reaction was

5.5 cm3 with a reaction time of about .2 seconds at an

intake flow of 2L/min. To confirm the findings, a shorter

adjustable volume reactor was tried.
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The third reactor was configured just as the second

reactor except that the reactor was now only 7 1/2" long of

the same diameter teflon. The optimum volume occurred again

at the 2 inch injection mark, but the radical signal was

stronger, presumably due to less radical or NO2 loss on the

reactor wall surfaces. The conversion of NO to NO2

apparently requires little reaction time and increased

residence time in a reactor does not seem to give gains in

performance, despite the predictions of the model in Figure

4.

Reducing Wall Losses

Wall reactions and mixing play an important part in

determining chain length. Buhr developed a stainless steel

reactor to provide for better mixing and suggested coating

the reactor with halocarbon to reduce wall losses. To study

to effect of wall losses, various materials and reactor

configurations were examined for their effect on a steady "

radical flow generated by chlorine photolysis (Figure 9).

To test different surfaces for radical losses, 1/4" od

Swagelok Tees of brass, stainless steel, stainless steel

coated with halocarbon wax (Halocarbon Products Corp. 82

Burlews Court, Hackensack, NJ 07601), polypropylene,

translucent teflon, and polyvinyl chloride were screwed on

to the Swagelok fitting located on the front of the

stainless steel reactor chamber and the effect on signal

observed. This directly affected the density of the
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radicals prior to mixing with the reagent gaszs in the

reactor. Results in Figure 14 show the most signal loss was

caused by brass followed closely by stainless steel.

Translucent teflon, polypropylene, and polyvinyl chloride

surprisingly performed the same. The least losses occurred

with the stainless steel coated with halocarbon.

The original reactor was stainless steel, the second

worst offender in terms of radical losses, so different

reactor designs were tried. The first was a regular teflon

Swagelok Tee as the reactor. The reagent gases (NO, CO, and

N2 ) were injected into the main stream and the 3 foot long

by 1/4" od teflon line to the luminol instrument became the

reactor. This configuration gave approximately 20% of the p

signal attained on the chlorine photolysis radical source

under the same conditions using the stainless steel reactor.

To reduce production costs from the stainless steel I

reactor, a simple polypropylene bottle reactor was tried

(Figure 15). It provided 80% of the signal achievable by

using the uncoated stainless steel reactor. Although the I

reactor design is simpler and less expensive to implement,

the plastic bottle did not improve on the original stainless

steel reactor design.

The next effort was to compare the original teflon

adjustable volume reactor (with one section) and coated

stainless steel reactor chambers. The advantage of the

stainless steel reactor is the superior mixing of the

12,%
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Signal Reduction by Various Materials
No rialized (No T attached I 1002)
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Figure 14. Materials comparison. The
potential for radical losses on different
surfaces was compared by observing the change
in signal after attaching Swagelok Tees of
different materials in front of the reactor
chamber. The materials were: (1) brass; (2)
stainless steel; (3) translucent plastic; (4)
teflon; (5) polypropylene; (6) stainless steel
coated with halocarbon wax; and (7) no Tee
attached.
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reagent gases, so wall coatirgs were tried to decrease wall

losses, yet continue using the mixing characteristics of the

stainless steel reactor. Although the volume studies

indicate the stainless steel chamber volume of 250m! may be

more volume than required, the extra volume is not a major
,,

problem. The signal from the steady radical density

chlorine photolysis source was observed for the stainless

steel chamber. The signal from the same source was recorded

for the original teflon adjustable volume reactor (Figure

11) with only the first section being used. The coatings

were then tried.

The first coating tried was a 10% phosphoric acid

solution shown in studies to reduce loss of radicals to wall

reactions [Clark et al., 1966]. The stainless steel chamber

was cleaned with Alconox, rinsed in deionized water, and

wiped dry. The 10% H3PO4 solution was drawn into the

reaction chamber by suction, allowed to drop out by gravity,

and the chamber allowed to dry in a vertical position to

allow the excess solution to drip out. The coating was

allowed to dry overnight. Sampling the chlorine photolysis

radical generator with the same settings, the phosphoric

acid coating improved the signal by 60% over the plain

stainless steel.

The next coating tried was halocarbon wax (Halocarbon

Products Corp.). It has been used in H02 studies showing a

reduction of HO 2 losses on walls [Kircher and Sander, 1984].

A.'
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The stainless steel reactor was cleaned as before and coated

with halocarbon wax by heating the reactor chamber and

sliding small chunks of wax around the chamber. After the

wax had been applied to all surfaces, the chamber was placed

in a vertical position and heated. Excess wax was dripped

out and the chamber rotated slowly on its side until the wax

hardened to ensure an even coating. Coating the chamber

with halocarbon wax improved the signal by 300% over the

plain stainless steel reactor and outperformed the teflon

reactor. The results are shown in Figure 16. The results

prove surface chemistry and mixing characteristics, left out

of Cantrell's model are important.

Wall cleanliness is another factor in wall losses.

Figure 17 shows a plot of the chain lengths using the

formaldehyde decay method. After each time of the two times

the reaction chamber was recoated with halocarbon wax, the "

chain length calculation increased to approximately the same

level. The exact effects of wall contamination as a

function of instrument running time is worth study to

determine the necessity of recoating under different

environmental conditions. A constant, and preferably

calibrated field radical source would assist greatly in

determining the need to recoat the reaction chamber. This,

however, is not currently available.

.
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The signals recorded by different reactor .
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Zero-modulation I

The phenomena referred to as "zero-modulation" is the

presence of a modulation signal when we believe there are no

radicals present to be measured. Zero-modulation is often 'Ii
made worse by a flow imbalance between the CO and N2

channels. Prior instruments using stainless steel frits to

control the gas flows had problems with zero-modulation and

were unreliable. Also, any difference in pressure and flow

rates can cause spiking, as well as a false positive signal,

when the solenoids are activated switching the reagent gas

flows. This false positive signal zero-modulation shows

definite correlation to the background signal of the

instrument and rises proportionally with the background

signal. This is evidenced by injecting different

calibration amounts of NO2 from a calibration gas cylinder

into a clean stream of air being sampled by the instrument.

This effect is shown in Figure 18. Zero-modulation has made

it difficult to quantify the detection limit of the

instrument. In clean air (less than 1 ppb NO 2 ), the

instrument easily detects a change of 1 ppb of signal

relative to NO2 , but as the background signal levels

increase, so does the zero-modulation noise. This zero-

modulation can be effectively reduced to less than 10% of

the background signal with careful attention to flow rates

and pressures between the CO and N2 channels and may be, in

part, a true signal for radicals since our clean air source

- • .- , v , • '% q " V % "- '''' ' '.' ' ' "''' " - % " " - "- . "''- "- ,'''',' ''J -'' '- 
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may indeed be not so clean. Since NO2 absorbs light,

experiments were conducted in the light and in complete

darkness. The resulting zero-modulations were no different

for the two different conditions.

A possible cause of zero-modulation is the formation of

pernitric acid through the reaction:

NO2 + HO 2 + M -> H0 2NO 2 + M

Since pernitric acid is very sticky, pernitric acid could

form, stick to the reactor walls, leech off, and finally

dissociate at its own leisure causing, zero-modulation.

Reagent Gas Concentrations and Chain Length

In addition to balancing the reagent gas flows, the

concentrations of reagent gases in the reaction chamber are

important for the proper performance of the instrument. NO

is important not only as the reagent gas to be converted to

NO2 in the reaction NO + HO2 -> NO2 + OH, and the resultant

NO2 to be detected by the luminol instrument, but NO also

has a direct effect on the sensitivity of the luminol

instrument to NO 2.

NO inhibits the response of the luminol instrument to

NO2. Cantrell's model proposed that the NO 2 sensitivity

followed the equation S = 1/(1 + A[NO]). A plot of

experimental data and Cantrell's model (Figure 19) shows

similarities. However, a comparison of plots of log signal

vs. [NO] (Figure 20) and l/signal vs. [NO] (Figure 21)

reveals the decay in sensitivity is closer to being

V'
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Figure 19. The change in NO2 sensitivity of
the luminol instrument with added NO. Both
the actual and modelled sensitivity are shown.
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PERCA Sensitivity
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Figure 20. A log plot of the changing NO2
sensitivity with added NO shows the dependence
is exponential.
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Figure 21. A plot of 1/NO2 sensitivity with
added NO shows poor fit. Cantrell's model
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exponential. A curve fitting routine (Asystant, MacMillan

Software Company) in the form Y = exp(AX - B) gave the A

value as -0.4 and the B value as 4.6, where Y is the

relative signal strength and X is [NO] in ppm. The R2 was

0.98. Although NO changes the luminol instrument's

sensitivity to NO2 , it does not change the linearity of the

response of the luminol instrument to NO 2 as shown in Figure

22.

Figure 4 showed Cantrell's model of the estimated chain

lengths for various concentrations of NO and reaction times.

The optimum NO concentration for a five second reaction time

given by the halocarbon wax coated stainless steel reactor

can be estimated to around 3 ppm. To insure the maximum

chain length, the NO flow was adjusted with the instrument

in front of a steady chlorine photolysis radical source

(Figure 9) to observe the change in signal with changing NO

concentrations. Figure 23 shows the raw data. The curve in

Figure 24 rises to a peak and then decreases. The optimum

signal occurred at NO concentrations of 3.5 ppm to 4.5 ppm.

The same signal strength at 3.5 ppm and 4.5 ppm NO

concentration means that although the instrument is becoming

less sensitive to NO2 as NO concentration increases from 3.5

to 4.5 ppm, the chain length is increasing to maintain the

steady signal by creating more NO2 . At higher than 4.5 ppm

concentration, the signal drops off, but the drop in signal

may not be steeper than the changing sensitivity to NO2 due
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II I

Time

Figure 23. The actual variation in PERCA's
response to a steady radical source with added
NO. The decreasing baseline shows the
depressed response to No 2 while the increased
r~odulated signal indicates increased chain

lengths. 
S
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to NO, thus the chain length may be found at a higher NO

concentration than the NO concentration corresponding to the

highest NO 2 signal. The optimum NO concentration to produce

the highest chain length for this system was found by

dividing the radical signal by the changing NO2 sensitivity

as a function of the NO concentration. Figure 25 shows the

optimum NO concentration to be 5 ppm for the halocarbon

coated stainless steel reactor.

CO is the chain carrier gas in the chemical

amplification reaction CO + OH -> CO2 + H" and is normally

run at 10% (200ml/min) of the intake flow (2L/min). To

assurp the optimum CO concentration, different CO and
%..

balancing N2 flows were used while monitoring a steady

radical flow from the chlorine photolysis radical source.

The results in Figure 26 show that changing the CO

concentration from 7 to 15% has little effect on the

system's performance. As long as there is an adequate

amount (at least 7%), the CO concentration inside the

halocarbon coated stainless steel reactor does not make a

discernable impact.

Other Improvements

PERCA has benefited through improvements made to the
I.

luminol based NO2 detector. Previous models of PERCA

recirculated the luminol solution through the detector cell.

Luminol can lose up to 30% of its sensitivity to NO 2 when

recirculated. The system currently uses one-time through
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PERCA Chain Length and NO
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Figure 25. The radical signal divided by the
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Radical Signal vs. CO Concentration-
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Figure 26. The change in radical signal
observing a steady radical source with varing
concentrations of CO injected into the
reaction chamber. The NO concentration was
3ppm. The study was in agreement with Buhr's
findings [Buhr, 1986].
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method for luminol. The linearity of the luminol solution's

response to NO2 which broke at 4 ppb has been improved by

using t-butyl alcohol instead of methanol in the luminol

solution. The instrument shows a linear response to NO2

above 1 ppb to 10 ppm, a range of 4 orders of magnitude.

The temperature dependent sensitivity of luminol solution

has also been solved by Unisearch corporation based in

Canada marketing Luminox LMA-3 instruments, a commercial

version of our NO2 detectors. Our laboratory plans to

incorporate their temperature compensating circuit in the

near future.

'.5
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Chapter IV I

Calibration

The ability to calibrate this instrument and quantify

atmospheric free radical measurements would greatly enhance

its usefulness. The ability of this instrument in detecting

free radicals is undisputed. The chemistry of the involved

reactions is well recognized, and when exposed to a known

radical source, the PERCA detector responds without fail.

Even without quantitative calibration, the instrument is a

revealing tool in free radical chemistry. The system is

able to distinguish the diurnal cycle of free radicals in

clean atmospheres [Buhr, 19861, and can compare relative

quantities from varying sources, as well as distinguish

changes in free radical concentration from the sources.

High resolution spectroscopy has revealed seasonal

variations of OH radicals in the atmosphere [Burnett and

Burnett, 1984]. PERCA could make similar contributions to

the study of atmospheric chemistry even if uncalibrated but

constant in chain length. Many different uses for the
I.

instrument are possible such as studying the diurnal and

seasonal variations in free radical abundance even without

definite quantitative calibration, but undoubtedly the PERCA

system would be able to contribute much more if it could

quantitatively measure atmospheric free radicals.

57
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To calibrate the PERCA method, a two part procedure

must be used. The instrument must be calibrated to a known

NO 2 source and to a known radical source. Using the numbers

provided from the calibrations, the chain length (the factor

representing the number of NO 2 molecules produced by the

introduction of a free radical) can be determined. With a

defined chain length, the concentration of an unknown source

of free radicals is determined by measuring the NO2 signal

and dividing it by the chain length.

Various methods have been tried to calibrate the PERCA

instrument. All involve using the recombination rate of HO2

with itself to discern the concentration of the radical

source to find the chain length. Cantrell [1983] photolyzed

a variety of constituents to produce HO 2 radicals to

calibrate the system including H20, formaldehyde, C1 2/H2 ,

and bottled air. The results of his photolysis methods

produced erratic calculated chain lengths varying from 1 to

10,000. The last investigated method by Cantrell, and his

most consistent, used air over hot wire in a flow tube which

resulted in calculated chain lengths from 810 to 1320.

Although it seems to be a very consistent method, it wasn't

certain that only HO2 chemistry was taking place in the flow

tube thus making the method ,aspect. Buhr [1986] photolyzed

C1 2/H 2/air mixtures in a dynamic flow tube system and in a

static teflon bag system. He reported chain length from the

methods varied from 40 to 1016. Buhr found the static bag
)'

. . ~ ~V ~
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decay method was consistent with figures from 800 to 1016,

but prone to contamination. His results from the flow tube

method were erratic, with calculated chain length ranging

from 40 to 776. With all the calibration methods tried, it

is apparent that creating radicals is not the problem, but

the difficulty is in knowing the type and amount of radicals

produced by the different methods, and eliminating unwanted

reactions. The methods investigated for this report were

dynamic C12/H 2/air flow tube photolysis, static C1 2/H2/air

photolysis bag decay, water electrolysis, and static

formaldehyde photolysis followed by free radical decay in

the dark.

Dynamic Chlorine/Hydrogen/Air Photolysis

. The chlorine/hydrogen/air flow tube system was first

developed in regard to research for PERCA as a steady source

of free radicals. HO 2 radicals are produced in this flow

tube system by the following mechanism:

Cl2 + hv (320nm) -- > 2 Cl

Cl + H 2 -- > HC1 + H'

H + 02 + M -- > HO 2 + M

As a steady free radical source, the method currently has no

equal and continues to be our method of choice for such

applications. Figure 10 showed a sample output from a

chlorine/hydrogen/air free radical source.

p
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The calibration for the chain length in the flow tube

system is based on the assumption that the chemical pathway

inside the flow tube system is as follows:

Cl2 -- L> 2 Cl (1)

k1
CI" + H 2 --- > HCl + H" (2)

k2
H- + 02 --- > HO 2  (3)

k3
2HO2 --- > H 20 2 + 02 (4)

Then the following equations hold true.

drC = 2j[C1 2] - kI[C1'][H 2 ] = 0 (5)
dt

d H = kI[CI'][H 2 ] - k2 [H'][0 2] = 0 (6)
dt

d[HO 21 = k2 [H'][0 2] - 2k 3 [H0 2]
2  (7)

dt

For the initial region when chlorine is injected into the

photolysis tube, 2k3 [H0 2 ]
2 is assumed negligible. Then

dr[HQ 2 1 = k2 [H'][0 2] = kI[Cl][H2 ] = 2j[C12] (8)
dt

Integrating terms gives:

change in [HO 2] = 2j[C12] x change in time (9)

therefore the initial slope in the flow tube equals 2j[C12 ].

For the steady state:

d[H02 -1 = 0 = 2j[C1 2] - 2k3 [H0 2 ]
2 = 0

dt

[HO 2 ]
2 = irC-21 (10)

k3  :%

Since the chain length equals [N0 2 ]/[H0 2], combining

the chain length with equation (9) gives:

Change in (rNO 2 1/Chain length) = 2j[C12] (11)
Change in time
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Substituting chain length into equation (10) gives:

CL2 = k3LNQ2J.'Z (12)

Combining equation (9) and (12) gives:

Chain Length = 2k40[_ 2Ji at steady state (13)
Initial Slope

Calibrations using dynamic chlorine photolysis systems

have not been successful. Cantrell [1983] abandoned the

method due to irreproducible data, and attributed the

erratic behavior to an interfering reaction between HO2 and

Cl2. Buhr, [1986] also experienced irreproducible data, but

attributed it to poor mixing in the flow tube. Our efforts

attempted to reduce the problems suffered by Cantrell and

Buhr.

The first chlorine/hydrogen/air dynamic flow tube setup

is shown in Figure 27. Additional emphasis was made in

cleaning the carrier air and hydrogen prior to reacting it

with the injected chlorine to reduce the unwanted reactions

in the flow tube. Additional clean up was thought necessary

because ambient air without hydrogen flowing into the system

created a higher radical signal than when hydrogen was

injected into the photolysis system. Having the radical

signal initially drop when hydrogen was injected showed that

the reaction of chlorine with hydrogen was indeed the

dominating reaction when hydrogen was present, but also

showed the potential for side reactions. The first phase of

clean up was cleaning the carrier air. The carrier air was
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passed through activated charcoal to remove hydrocarbons,

NOx, and water, ascarite to remove C02 , Purafill to remove

CO, and finally a heated trap (400 C) containing Pt on A1 203

to further remove hydrocarbons. The second phase involved

using a pre-reactor to clean the hydrogen and carrier air. -

The carrier air normally set at 2 L/min and hydrogen (Linde

CP) at 30ml/min was introduced in a premixture flow tube (I

1/2 inch diameter glass) and subjected to photolysis under a

bank of two GE black lights rich in 320nm radiation. The

air and hydrogen mixture was then passed through a KCI trap

to remove radicals [Baldwin et al., 1984) into the main ".

photolysis tube where 0.1% chlorine (Linde) was injected

into the stream. Three attempts at calibration yielded

chain lengths of 116, 263, and 1920 (Table I). Figure 28

shows the signal in ppb NO2 relative as the C12 injector was

moved to different intervals to calculate intial slope and

steady state concentrations. Since the different chain

lengths were gained at different carrier air flow settings,

the mixing characteristics were suspect. The next efforts

were to enhance the mixing characteristics of the flow tube.

To provide better mixing, yet insure a proper steady

state signal, the flow tube arrangement in Figure 29 was

used. The prereactor scheme was discarded and hydrocarbon

free air (Linde) passed through Purafill, Dryrite, and the

heated trap was used as the carrier gas. The steady state

signal was reached by injecting chlorine in the larger .-
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Table I

Chain length with C12/H 2/air photolysis

First Flow Tube

date SS NO2 Signal air flow (liters) Chain Length

3/18/87 150 2 486

4/2/87 240 2 1920
166 4 263
173 6 116

Second Flow Tube

date SS NO 2 Signal air flow (liters) Chain Length

5/1/87 33 2 70

5/11/87 36 2 51
33 2 68
66 2 85

5/12/87 60 2 93

6/1/87 132 4 157

8/7/87* 50 2 90
56 2 90

flow tube coated with halocarbon wax

Static bag Decay

date Starting ppb signal (relative to NO2 ) Chain Length

5/26/87 1040 26
1500 100
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H2 Calibration
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Figure 28. Signal recorded by changing the
chlorine injection point in the chlorine flow
tube calibrator. The runs were made with the
following carrier air flows: (run 1) 2 L/min;
(run 2) 4 L/min; and (run 3) 6 L/min.
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portion of the tube, and the initial slope was provided by

injecting chlorine at different intervals in the smaller 11

mm od region. The chain lengths provided using this method

were fairly consistent ranging from 51 to 157 (Table I).

The chain length figures, however, were disappointingly low,

so the inner surface of the flow tube was coated with

halocarbon wax (Halocarbon Products Corp.) to reduce wall

reactions. The chain length figure did not improve and was

calculated to be 90.

Our model of the flow tube chemistry shown in equations

(1) through (4) may be too simplistic. Other pathways for

the direct reaction with HO2 and Cl exist, and are pressure

dependent [Cattell and Cox, 1986]. Also others using the

chlorine photolysis method use higher 02 pressure (>300

torr) to sucessfully compete with the reaction H + Cl2 -> C1

+ HCl, and high H2 pressures (>100 torr) to prevent Cl + HO2
-> HCl + 02 from interfering [Sanders et al., 1982].

Currently the chlorine photolysis flow tube method is not

yet perfected. Increasing the 02 and H2 pressure in the

current flow system may improve its characteristics.

Unfortunately, increasing the 02 and H2 pressures will cause

safety problems due to the 4% explosion limit for H2

mixture, but a flow tube designed with safety considerations

in mind to handle the higher 02 and H2 concentrations may

prove to be an excellent calibration method for the PERCA

method. A
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Static Chlorine/Hydrogen/Air Photolysis

Since the chlorine photolysis flow tube method of

calibration is currently suspect, the chlorine, hydrogen,

and air bag photolysis method outlined by Buhr was tried to

confirm the results. The radicals were generated in an

identical method as in the dynamic flow tube system, but the

calibration was done by observing the decay of HO2 through

HO2 recombination. The decay may be described by the

equation:

-d[H02]/dt = 2k[HO2]
2

where k is the HO 2 recombination rate. Substituting the

relationship:

[H02] = ([NO 2 ]/ chain length)

into the above equation and integrating gives:

1/[N02] = [2k/(chain length)] x change in time

The chain length is found by plotting 1/[N02] versus time

and finding the slope and using the equation:

Chain Length = 2k/slope

The principal assumptions are that the radicals are H02 and

the decay is dominated by the H02 recombination to form H202

and oxygen [Buhr, 1986].

The procedure began by suspending a 500L teflon bag

from the ceiling and filling it with a mixture of hydrogen

(0.6%), chlorine (10ppmv), and hydrocarbon free air. The

gases in the bag were mixed by a small, continuously

functioning, fan. The bag was sampled through a half inch

~~~d 5
'p~~~~~~ N. -S \ / ~-PS..
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polypropylene Swagelok fitting attatched to the bag wall.

Room overhead fluorescent lights were replaced with 4 GE

black lights to provide the near 300nm radiation for

photolysis. The PERCA detector was set on the CO channel

and the black lights turned on until the bag had reached

steady state. The lights in the entire room were then

turned off and the decay in signal measured on a chart

recorder. After the initial decay region (usually 2

minutes), the detector was then turned to the N2 channel to

find the background baseline for determination of the decay

rate. All attempts with this method, including attempts

using a new bag in case of bag contamination, failed to

produce second order decays shown by a comparison plots of

1/signal versus time and log signal versus time in Figure

30. The decay is clearly exponential first order decay.

Chain lengths calculated by this method were 25 and 100

(Table I) which were consistent with the latest chlorine

photolysis flow tube method, but are highly suspect since

the kinetics were incorrect. The same problems which

plagued the flow tube method are likely causing non-second

order decay in the static chlorine photolysis bag decay

method. Another added problem may be that since so much NO

is converted to NO 2 in this method, the luminol detector's

sensitivity to NO 2 may change during the decay. The

changing of NO concentration in the reaction chamber makes

the decay curve difficult to interpret with non-linear NO2

I %,%
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Figure 30. Comparison of 1/signal and log
signal from chlorine photolysis bag decay.
Neither plot was very straight showing neither
first nor second order decays.
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response by the luminol detector. Attempts at calibration

using this method should use lower radical densities to

insure proper response of the luminol detector. Starting

steady state NO2 signals around looppbv would be the ideal

starting point for the decays.

H20 Electrolysis

A direct determination of the chain length was tried

using H2 0 electrolysis by Lars-Johan Jansson of ADA

Technologies. Water was electrolyzed in a sealed 100 ml

polypropylene bottle equiped with platinum electrodes and

two openings fitted for Swagelok fittings. Only 80ml of

deionized water was put inside the bottle to allow a small

gas capture area above the water. A small amount of NaCl

was added as the electrolyte. The hydrogen radical produced p

by the electrolysis of water should combine with oxygen and

become an HO 2 radical. A small flow of air mixed with NO to

combine with OH radicals to make NO 2 was passed over the

water and then to the luminol based NO2 detector. Figure 31

describes the system's NO 2 output with no CO amplification

and 4L dilution air at various current levels. It is

apparent that this system converts NO to NO2 very well.

After a steady stream of NO 2 was detected, CO, the chain

carrier was introduced into the air stream. The resulting

rise in signal divided by the original signal gave a direct

chain length calculation. The numbers provided in the

experiment ranged from 46 to 350 for a chain length using
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Radical Signal vs. Cell Air Flow
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Figure 31. NO2 signal produced from water
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flows and the NO 2 signal detected. This is a
direct measurement of the OH radicals produced
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L h a teflon Swagelok Tee and the stainless steel reactor

at different voltage settings (Figure 32). The chain

lengths decrease with increasing electrolysis cell voltage

possibly because the larger concentrations of radicals take

other faster pathways than the CO chain reaction. These

experiments showed that the chain length calculated by the

chlorine photolysis methods were indeed too low. It is,

however, difficult to discern the highest chain length

possible with the system since a low concentration of

radicals is difficult to produce with this method. Another

factor which still has to be resolved with this method is

the effect of humidity. The actual perturbation of humidity

on the system in this particular calibration was

undetermined and required more research, some of which is

described later.

Static Formaldehyde Photolysis

The calibration method which showed the most promise

was the static formaldehyde photolysis bag decay method.

The method was adapted from the HO 2 calibration method used

by Dr. Hard and his research group at Portland State

University (Portland, Oregon) for their FAGE measurements of

HO 2 [Hard et al., 1984]. HO 2 radicals are created in

formaldehyde photolysis by the following reactions:

CH 20 + hv -> HCO + H

H + 02 + M -> HO 2 + M

HCO + 02 -> HO 2 + CO
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Chain Length vs. Volts
Water Eictrolysls Method
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Figure 32. Chain lengths vs. volts. The
chain lengths were calculatd by dividing the

signal recorded from passing carrier air with

NO and CO promoting the chain reaction with

the signal recorded from passing carrier air

with only NO though the water electrolysis
source.
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HO2 radicals have been shown to be a major product of

formaldehyde photolysis in the presence of air [Calvert et

al., 1972; Horowitz et al., 1978]. The chain length is

derived in the same manner as the static Cl2/H 2/air

photolysis bag decay method, by turning out all lights,

after a steady signal is observed.

The first formaldehyde photolysis trials attempted to

use the same apparatus used in the chlorine/hydrogen/air

photolysis bag decays, but no appreciable radical signal was

detected. More light was apparently required for

formaldehyde photolysis. A setup with more black lights was

arranged. The method involved filling a 500L teflon bag

with air filtered through activated charcoal, ascarite, and

purafil. Then to provide the formaldehyde, 75mi of air was

bubbled through formaldehyde (Fisher) 37.7% in aqueous

solution with up to 10% methanol as preservative.

Absorbances at 280nm were used in a preliminary experiment

to quantify the exact concentration, but the effort failed

(Appendix B). The mixture was thoroughly mixed with the

small fan inside the bag. The bag was then photolyzed using

twelve GE black lights in a half shell configuration with

the bag suspended above the half shell. The rate of decay

was observed as previously discussed in the bag chlorine

photolysis method.
• ,m

Decay profiles were observed leaving the mixing fan a

operating and not operating. Whether the fan was on or off

IU. 1 ,'%
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made no difference in the decay curves. The formaldehyde I

decay method consistently produced approximately the same

chain lengths (Table II) as long as the initial NO 2

concentration reading of radicals at steady state was above

50 ppb. Below 50 ppb, a plot of 1/[N0 2 ] produces a poor

second order decay plot shown in Figure 33. Calibration

with steady state NO2 readings above 50 ppb consistently

gave a closer fit shown in Figure 34 giving a second order

decay curve. The static formaldehye photolysis bag decay

method was further confirmed through a second PERCA
I

instrument (ADA Technologies) sampling the same bag and

getting nearly the same consistent results. The disparity

between the results may have occurred due to different NO2

calibration factors between the two instruments.

Possible interferences from the addition of methanol to

the luminol instrument's sensitivity to NO2 were checked and

found negligible. Luminol has been shown to increase in

sensitivity to NO 2 due to the presence of alcohol [Cantrell,

1983). Possible changes in sensitivity of the luminol

instrument to NO 2 , with the addition of the formaldehyde

solution in the bag, were checked by first filling the 500L

teflon bag with air and a known concentration of NO2 and

checking the luminol instruments response to the present

NO 2. Then the formaldehyde solution was added while

continuing to monitor the NO 2 signal. The presence of the

formaldehyde solution showed no change in the sensitivity of
A"A
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Table II

Chain Lengths with the Static CH20
Photolysis Bag Decays

Our PERCA Instrument

date Starting ppb Signal (relative to NO2 ) Chain Length

8/31/87* 182 261

9/30/87** 480 653

10/1/87 144 653
182 638 I

10/2/87 10 12
16 36

35 147
98 576

p

10/6/87 76 490
116 557
116 426
120 319

11/12/87 49 54
48 414
49 415

V.
12/4/87** 112 605

ADA Technologies PERCA Instrument

date Starting ppb Signal (relative to NO 2 ) Chain Length

11/12/87 68 521
65 499 a

94 526

* accomplished after Oregon field trip
** reaction chamber recoated with halocarbon wax

C)

2*'
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First run formaldehyde decay - 10/2/87
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Figure 33. I/signal of formaldehyde
decay vs. time with initial steady state
signal <50ppb. The plot of l/signal with
time is linear for a second order decay.
Formaldehyde decays with initial starting
signals <50ppb relative to NO2 showed
poor second order decay characteristics.
The least mean squared line is plotted
with the lines on either side
representing a range of 1.5 standard
deviations.
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First run formaldehyde decay - 10/01/87
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Figure 34. 1/signal of formaldehyde
decay with initial steady state signal
>50ppb. Formaldehyde decays with initial
starting signals >50ppb relative to NO2
showed good second order decay
characteristics. The least mean squared
line is plotted with the lines on either
side representing a range of 1.5 standard
deviations.
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the luminol detector. This was expected since we had

already introduced t-butyl alcohol in the original luminol

solution.
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Chapter V

Field Experiments

Two field studies were conducted during the summer of

1987. The first, in June, was to participate in the

Southern California Air Quality Study (SCAQS) to determine

if the PERCA method would work in polluted tropospheric

conditions near Claremont, California. The second was an

intercomparison study with the Fluroescence Assay with Gas

Expansion (FAGE) method of LIF used at Portland State

University conducted on the coast of Oregon. Although the

actual data collected during the field trips were

disappointing in terms of measuring free radicals, the data

pointed out particular areas that required attention.

Southern California Air Quality Study (SCAOS)

We were invited to participate in SCAQS conducted

throughout the summer of 1987. SCAQS was an especially

appealing program since over 200 investigators from all over

the world were participating to provide modelling data on

the tropospheric photochemical chemistry as pollution rolled

across the Los Angeles area basin. Our group planned to

investigate ambient free radicals, PAN, and nitric acid.

The SCAQS plan was to have at least fourteen intensive

days. Intensive days were defined as days when the

meteorological conditions produced high concentrations of

81
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photochemical smog during which time all participants would

take data. The 8 week summer study gained data on a wide

range of atmospheric constituents to provide the atmospheric

modellers with as much ambient data as possible. A repeat

study was scheduled during the winter months with the same

motives. We did not attend the winter segment.

There were five sites for the SCAQS studies. Our site

was in Claremont, California. Our equipment was set up on a

5 foot high sampling platform on the campuses of Claremont

Colleges in a parking lot next to a recently resodded soccer

field (figure 35). Since the wind normally blew in from the

west, our equipment was set up to sample from the west.

Although our group sampled throughout the two weeks we

participated, June of 1987 happened to be an unusually clean

summer for Claremont. There were only two intensive days

during our two week stay, and the program was later

postponed for 2 weeks and ended up continuing in August due

to the lack of smog in Claremont. 55'

During the two weeks we sampled at Claremcnt, two major

interferences became apparent. They were background and

humidity. The background signals during polluted episodes

were greater than any past field studies. Over 1 ppm of

background relative to NO2 was noted on the worst pollution

day (Figure 36) effectively swamping out any possible

radical signal through zero-modulation. It is possible to

account for 60 percent of the background due to 03, NO2 , and .,%

" " " " . ' ' "" ; "' €2 "%" " -" " "
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Platform I T

Our
sampling
site

road

15 ft Playing

Parking lot drop field

0 0 00000
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JU
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Figure 35. Southern California Air Quality
Study (SCAQS) sampling site at Claremont
Colleges. The four foot high sampling
platform was located in a parking lot north of

* an administrative building and adjacent to a
* newly sodded playing field that was spray

irrigated regularly.
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Background Signal on June 24, 1987 !
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Figure 36. Background signal relative to NO 2
on June 24, 1987. The original theory of the
background signal being the collective signal
of ambient NO2 , PAN, and ozone could only
account for 60 percent of the background
signal.
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PAN present during the episode, but the rest of the

background signal cannot be accounted for according to the

present knowledge of the instrument. Originally, we thought

that it might be a temperature dependent phenomenon. The

temperature at times reached above 30 0 C during the early

afternoon when the sun was at its zenith and we thought that

the NO present in the system was converting to NO 2 on the

stainless steel reactor due to the increased temperature.

An experiment was performed to confirm this hypothesis.

While sampling ambient air, the reactor was slowly

heated and cooled to see the effect on the background signal

level. The reactor was heated from ambient room temperature

of 210 C to 340 C. There was no observed increase in t

background due to the temperature and there was no decrease

as the reactor cooled. Another phenomenon is the culprit of

the high background signal and will require further

research.

Possible explanations for the unaccounted 40% of the

background include a dependence of the background signal on

the radical signal, and other atmospheric constituents

capable of inducing a response in the luminol instrument.

The instrument senses radicals by converting NO to NO2

through a chain reaction that is modulated over a one minute

period. In the polluted Claremont air where a lot of free

radical species may be present, a dynamic equilibrium of

newly produced NO2 and NO2 produced in previous CO cycles

,o=.
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occurs in the reaction chamber. The reaction chamber was

designed for maximum mixing and not flow-through

characteristics. The flow inside the chamber may retain

swirling pockets of NO2 slowly mixing with the new air to

create the background signal. This hypothesis is based on

the fact that when the UV lights are illuminated on the

chlorine photolysis radical source, the radical modulation

starts and the background goes up. When the UV light is

subsequently turned off, the background goes down. This may

account for the large background signals observed in

Claremont.

Other atmospheric constituents beside 03, PAN, and NO2

that may elicit a response in the luminol detector and

subsquently raise the background include SO2 , H202 and other

oxidizers. SO2 reported later in the text has been shown to

carry the chain reaction used in the PERCA method under

laboratory conditions at ppbv concentrations, and could be

an interfering species in polluted air.

The second plaguing observation was the humidity. The

observation platform was next to a newly resodded soccer

field and the field was frequently spray irrigated. When

the water was sprayed on June 11, 1987 (Figures 37 and 38),

the background and radical signals went down with the

radical signal becoming erratic during the periods of great

changes. The spraying water caused the relative humidity in

the area to jump from 30 to 75%, and evaporating droplets of
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Background signal on June 11, 1987
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Figure 37. Background signal relative to N02
on June 11, 1987 showing the deleterious
effect of spray irrigation on the background
signal.
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ROx signal on June 11, 1987
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Figure 38. ROX signal relative to NO2 on June
11, 1987. The true I Ox concentration could be
calculated by dividing the NO2 signal by the
chain length. An exact chain length was
unavailable and the data is reported in N02
signal. The spray irrigation between 20-2400

hours prcduced erratic ROX signals.
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water were also present in the air (The humidity data was

received from the GM research van).

Another minor but bothersome factor in the studies was

that the luminol solution changed its sensitivity with the

temperature. Hourly calibrations from a heated (400 C)

permeation NO2 source for a typical twenty-four hour period

are presented in Figure 39. Although the luminol was shaded

and covered with alumninum foil, the exposure to the

environment and the resulting changing sensitivity made the

data harder to interpret.

Portland State University Intercomparison

An intercomparison study between Portland State

University's FAGE (Fluorescence Assay with Gas Expansion)

method for HO2 and our instrument was conducted from August

23 to August 27, 1987. The location of the comparison was a

site at Lincoln City on the Oregon coast. The site was

about 200 feet from the high water mark at the beach on a

parking lot at the north side of town. One hundred feet

directly north was the Shiloh Inn resort. Both instruments

were inside an air conditioned motor home with site power

being provided by a city 120V AC hookup. The FAGE

instrument's intake was on the roof, and our instrument

intake was placed on a three foot high platform on the south

side of the motor home with the reactor facing the Pacific

ocean (figure 40). Our instrument's reaction chamber was

placed inside an aluminum covered cinder block with adequate

N l- ..*'0.............- ,iYil V ~W-' ~ \
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variations in calibration of lOOppb N02
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Figure 39. Changing luminol sensitivity to
NO 2  with temperature. Luminol lost
sensitivity to NO2 as temperatures increased,
creating a cycling calibration curve.
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Beach
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PERCA 0
intake 1 0

FAGE Shiloh ->

intake Inn

Utility
trailer

*0

Site power pole

Figure 40. Oregon coast sampling site. The
site was a parking lot at the beach in Lincoln
city. The instruments were housed in an air-
conditioned RV with the PERCA reaction chamber
outside by the instrument. The FAGE
instrument sampled from the roof while PERCA
sampled from the west on a three foot high
platform.
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room around the chamber to provide ventilation. This

arrangement ensured a relatively constant temperature range

for the reactor as the wind was constantly blowing. The

normal direction of the wind was from the west, but

occasionally the wind would shift out from the northwest.

Since the instrument was kept at a constant temperature

and the reactor cell also kept at a relatively constant

temperature, there were no cyclic swings in the luminol

solution's sensitivity to NO2 . The instrument was

calibrated for NO 2 with a heated NO 2 permeation source, and

data collected.

Critical factors in this study were the humidity and

sea salt. Fog was a very common occurance on the Oregon

coast. Each time fog appeared, the instrument performed

poorly. The data from the August 27, 1987 shown in figure

41 shows poor data from midnight until almost noon. This is

because until noon, dense fog was present. Figure 42 shows

the day's UV intensity. FAGE also showed small

concentrations of HO 2 until the sun appeared, but their data

in Figure 43 showed a continual rise while PERCA did not.

Humidity also presented the FAGE instrument problems in

erratic negative reading in fog, but their instrument

registered HO 2 in small concentrations when UV reading went

up while our instrument did not work properly until the fog

had dissipated.

N.-
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ROx Signal August 27, 1987
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Figure 41. PERCA ROx data recorded August 27,
1987. Fog was a common occurance on the
Oregon coast. On the 27th, the ROx signal was
erratic until the fog dissipated close to
noon. The exact reason for the erratic
behavior during foggy episodes is uncertain.
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Sea salt was everywhere. There was a fine coating of

sea salt on the reaction chamber and this probably meant

that there was a coating of sea salt inside the reactor

cell. KCI has been used to remove radicals [Baldwin et al.,

1984], and since NaCI is likely to have similiar

characteristics, the presence of sea salt inside the reactor

chamber may have reduced the chain length due to wall

reactions. This is p7-obable because the chain length

calculated by the static formaldehyde photolysis bag decay

method was 261 immediately after returning from Oregon

(Table II). After a fresh coating of halocarbon was put on

the reactor wall, the static formaldehyde photolysis bag

decay method produced chain lengths of over 500 for the same

reactor.

I
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Chapter VI

Humidity

Humidity has been a persistent problem for the PERCA

system. In periods of high humidity, the system fails to

register a signal. Cantrell reported no readings during

periods of high humidity and attributed it a change in the

atmospheric sinks for the radicals [Cantrell et al, 1984].

This effect presented itself again during ambient air

sampling in Claremont, California. To determine whether the

PERCA system was failing in high humidity, or the radical

density actually disappeared in high humidity as suggested

by Cantrell, the effects of humidity on the PERCA system

were studied.

The first experiment consisted of placing the reaction

chamber intake in front of the steady source chlorine

photolysis radical generator and varying the humidity of the

large diluent air. The humidity of the large diluent flow

was varied by passing the diluent air through a variable

rheostated steam bath and condenser. The humidity of the

final air stream being detected by the PERCk instrument was

monitored by a Vaisala HMI 32 with a HMI 31UT humidity and

temperature probe. Figure 44 shows the change in radical

signal with humidity. The humidity has an inverse effect on

the radical signal.

97i
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Percent Radical Signal vs. Humidity
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Figure 44. Change in radical signal vs.
humidity. The signal from a steady radical
was recorded at different humidities by
passing the large diluent air flow of the
chlorine photolysis radical source through a
humidifier. only 70% saturation at 230 C of
the air was possible through this method.
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To insure that the water vapor being mixed with the

radicals was not changing the radical density, formaldehyde

decay calibrations were accomplished at different

humidities. Air from the same diluent source previously

discussed was used to fill the 500L teflon bag in which the

formaldehyde decays were conducted. The humidity and

temperature were monitored with the Vaisala humidity and

temperature detector with the probe completely enclosed

inside the bag. A fan inside the bag circulated the air

until the actual decays were being conducted. The results I

of the bag decays calculated with the humidity dependent

reaction rate are shown on Table III. Even taking into

account the enhanced recombination rate of HO 2 , Figure 45

still confirmed that the instrument performance and not

reduction in radical densities were the cause for the drops

in signal with humidity.

The cause of the lowered chain lengths and signal are

not fully understood. It is possible that the water ,...

enhanced termolecular formation of pernitric acid may

proceed even faster on the surface of the reaction chamber.

Since pernitric acid, like nitric acid, is not expected to

elicit a response from the luminol instrument, its formation,I

could explain the decrease in both radical and background

signals with increasing humidity.

I
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Table III

Calculated Chain Lengths Using Formaldehyde
Photolysis Bag Decay Method
At Different Humidities
On February 19, 1988

Volume air bubbled Relative Starting
through formaldehyde Humidity Signal Chain
solution at 230 C ppbv Length

75mi 7% 52 634

75mi 7% 53 591

120ml 30% 31 336

120ml 30% 41 364

180ml 60% 20 99

180ml 60% 26 128

.........-
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Chain Lengths at different humidities
Formaldehyde Decoy Method
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Figure 45. Chain lengths at different
humidities. Formaldehyde bag decays were
conducted with the bag filled with air at
different relative humidities.
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Chapter VII

PAN

Cantrell expected peroxyacyl nitrates (PAN), with a

chemical formula of CH3C(O)O2NO2 , to be an interference to

the PERCA system [Cantrell et al., 1984]. Cantrell's model

suggested that PAN would decompose in the reactor to form

NO2 and peroxyacetyl (PA) radicals. The NO2 formed would

appear in the background signal, and the PA radical would

have a chain length of 1.5 and appear as a minor

interference during the chain reaction cycle. To test out

Cantrell's model, PAN was introduced into the PERCA system

and its effects on the instrument observed.

To conduct the experiment, the PERCA instrument was

first calibrated for NO2 and then exposed to PAN through an

exponential decay flask. The concentrations of PAN and NO2

were monitored through a PAN/NO2 chromatographic detector

recently developed by our group and total NOx was monitored

by a Thermoelectron NOx detector (model 14B/E NO, NO2 , NOx

analyzer). Mark Burkhardt supplied the PAN and operated the

PAN/NO2 and NOx detectors.

Surprisingly, PAN appeared only in the background

signal. PAN did not decompose as originally modelled and

failed to produce a signal in the CO cycle. PAN, however,

induced a non-linear response from the luminol instrument.

102
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Figure 46 shows the response for PAN can be twice the

response for NO2.

Since the experiments were conducted at room

temperature (230 C) in the laboratory, further studies of

PAN at higher temperatures may show different results. At

higher temperatures, PAN is very unstable, and may

dissociate as originally modelled. At room temperature, it

has shown to be fairly stable and only contributes to the

background signal of the PERCA instrument.
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PERCA response to PAN
PERCA response relative to N02
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Chapter VIII

S02 As An Alternate Chain Carrier Reagent

CO, the chain carrier gas, is a colorless, odorless,

flammable, and poisonous gas. Substituting CO with another

safer reagent would enhance the overall appeal of the PERCA

method. In the present scheme, CO oxidized by a hydroxyl

radical initiates a chain reaction generating hydroperoxy

and hydroxyl radicals. Another reagent that could react as

quickly with OH as carbon monoxide to produce hydroperoxy

radicals should also work, provided the produced reaction

did not interfere with the other reactions in the PERCA

method. Buhr [1986) tested formaldehyde, propane, and cis-

2-butene, finding them all lacking in one respect or

another. In this attempt, S02 was studied as a possible

substitute for CO.

Although SO2 is also a colorless and poisonous gas, it

has the distinct advantage of having a very noxious odor

which is easily detectable in trace amounts. Due to its

easily detectable smell, SO2 is a much safer gas than CO.

The reported rate constant for S02 + OH -> SO 3 + H', 9 x

10-13 cm3 molecule -1 second-1 [Atkinson and Lloyd, 1984], is
'S

faster by two orders of magnitude than OH + CO and makes it

a good candidate as a substitute gas.

The first attempts at substituting CO with S02 from a

lecture bottle of pure liquid S02 (Matheson) failed. The

105
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pure SO 2 was diluted into a stream of N2 (200 ml/min)

through a stainless steel frit (1 ml/min). The setup was

abandoned because the S02 concentration proved too large.

The SO2 changed the pH of the luminol solution and killed

all signals.

Attempts to substitute CO with SO2 were tried again by

diluting 442ppmv SO2  (Linde) in N2. The luminol flow

through the instrument was increased to 1 ml/min to prevent

pH changes in the luminol solution. The 442ppmv S0 2 was

further diluted into N2  by a series of Tylan flow

controllers and different concentrations of S02 and NO were

tried to maximize the radical signal. S02 was capable of

carrying the chain reaction. Figure 47 shows the optimum

NO2 signal to occur at SO2 concentrations of 13ppmv. The

optimum NO concentration was Ippmv. The SO2 , however did

not work as well as CO.

The 442ppm SO2 was successful in carrying the chain,

but was not a suitable substitute for carbon monoxide. SO2

produced one-third of the signal given by CO for the same

radical density. S02 also showed a time lag and abnormal

zero-modulation. Figure 48 shows the slow rise of the S02 A'

signal and the abnormal zero-modulation. The slow response

and the negative zero-modulation (negative zero-modulation

also seen when the activated charcoal/ iodine trap for CO is

put in backwards) makes SO2 a poor substitute for CO. >1
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Percent Radical Signal vs. [S02]
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Figure 47. Radical signal vs. [SO 2] at Ippm
[NO]. SO2 was found to carry the PERCA chain
reaction. The optimum signal was gained at
13ppmv, but only provide 30% of the signal
produced by CO chain propagation.
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Chapter IX p

Conclusion

The PERCA instrument was designed to meet the goal of a

simple, compact, and inexpensive instrument to measure

ambient free radicals. Cantrell began the investigation and

modelled the PERCA method. Although his chain length model

was too simplistic, it served as a guide for instrument

development. Buhr took the guide and developed the

instrument. He designed the latest PERCA instrument and

began attempts to calibrate the instrument. We have

continued the instrument development and successfully

calibrated the PERCA instrument using the formaldehyde

photolysis decay method. This instrument is continually

being improved and will eventually meet the goal set for it.

Optimizing the Instrument

The derived chain lengths model by Cantrell is too

simplistic (Figure 4). Our studies have shown that the

whole chain reaction takes place in less than 0.2 seconds,

and increasing the reactor volume will not improve chain

lengths. We have found chain lengths can be improved by

reducing wall reactions. Coating the reaction chamber with

halocarbon wax has improved the chain length by 300%. The

effects of NO concentrations were more closely studied and

the NO concentration which yields the highest chain length

109
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is higher than the NO concentration which yields the highest

signal. This effect is due to the luminol instrument's

changing sensitivity to NO2 with added NO. Using the

instrument at the optimum NO concentration of 5ppmv will

result in the highest chain lengths, and also depress the

background signal reducing the interference from zero-

modulation.

Wall cleanliness is an area of concern. Calibrations

have shown chain lengths decrease with time, and it is

necessary to recoat the reactor chamber to regain

performance. The effect of wall contamination under various

conditions should be studied to set guidelines for recoating

the reaction chamber.

Interferences

The major interferences for this instrument are

pernitric acid formation, humidity, and zero-modulation.

The most serious interference is the formation of pernitric

acid. In clean air, the assumption that HONO formation is

the limiting reaction remains valid, but as the NO2

concentration rises, the formation rate of H02 NO2 increases

until pernitric acid formation is the primary sink for HO2

molecules in the PERCA reactor chamber. Pernitric acid

formation may also prevent an accurate calibration of the

PERCA method by prematurely inhibiting the chain reaction

due to the build up of NO 2 in the reaction chamber. It may



even be the cause of zero-modulation, or false positive

signal, which shows a dependence on the background signal.

Pernitric acid formation could severely limit the scope

of the PERCA method. Its actual effect on the PERCA system

should be investigated by a-complishing chain length

calibrations using the formaldehyde decay method with

varying amounts of NO2 inside the teflon bag. Through the

calibrations, a threshold level of NO2 can be deduced.

Humidity also presents a problem for the PERCA system.

The presence of water enhances many reactions present in the

PERCA system. The reaction H" + 02 + M -> HO 2 + M is

enhanced as well as the recombination of HO 2 with itself and

pernitric acid formation. The exact reason for the PERCA

instrument's degradation in high humidity is uncertain, but "w

surface chemistry and pernitric acid formation may provide .

an answer. Further investigation into the effect of

humidity on the various reactions critical to the PERCA

system may reveal insight to the humidity interference.

PAN does not behave as modelled by Can'rell, and is not

an interference at room temperature. PAN elicits a non-

linear response only in the background signal of the PERCA

instrument. PAN can elicit twice the response relative to Wk

NO2 in the instrument and should be checked for its effect

on zero-modulation. Also since PAN is unstable, its affect

on the PERCA instrument should be investigated at higher

P.A
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temperatures. At higher temperatures, PAN may be an

interference.

All the interferences currently suffered by the PERCA

method may be reduced by injecting clean dry air or N2 with

the reagent gases to dilute the sampled air. This will

maintain low NO2 levels in the reaction chamber inhibiting

pernitric acid formation, reduce the effect of humidity, and

lower the background signal to reduce zero-modulation.

Adding clean dry air, or N2 to dilute the sampled air would

be a simple, but highly effective modification to reduce the

interferences in the PERCA system. The disadvantage would -

be the lower concentrations of ambient free radicals drawn

into the reaction chamber, but the higher concentrations of

free radicals expected in dirty air may offset the

reduction.

Calibration

The formaldehyde photolysis decay method is currently

the best calibration method for the PERCA instrument. The

method has shown consistent and believable results in the

laboratory, and although bulky, the method can be adapted

for field use. Portland State University already has a

formaldehyde decay calibration source operating in the field

with their FAGE equipment. The method can be further

defined by quantifying the formaldehyde used in the

calibration bag, and possibly using paraformaldehyde as a

cleaner source of formaldehyde. The formaldehyde decay
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method holds great promise in accurately calibrating the

PERCA instrument.

The dynamic chlorine photolysis flow tube method of

calibration shows potential. Redesigning the flow tube to

safely handle higher pressures of H2 and 02 may remove the

interferences currently plaguing the system. If perfected,

the system could validate the formaldehyde decay method and

become an excellent laboratory calibration source.

Field Measurements

Although the field studies did not produce useable

data, they did point out areas of concern. The instrument

as currently configured can measure atmospheric free

radicals in a clean, dry environment. Claremont and the

Oregon coast presented areas that need to be investigated

before attempting further ambient measurements with the

PERCA system. They are the following:

1. A temperature compensator circuit to counteract

the temperature dependence of the luminol solution's

sensitivity to NO2.

2. A portable calibration source to gauge the effects

of ambient humidity and wall contamination through sampling

ambient air.

3. The threshold level important to pernitric acid

formation, and if NO2 levels are expected to exceed the safe

limit, add clean dry air, or N2 in addition to the reagent

gases in the reactor to dilute the sampled air.
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If the above areas are addressed, the PERCA instrument

will become a more viable instrument under different

conditions, and insure a successful field study.

Reagent Gas Substitute For CO

We are still looking for a substitute reagent for

carbon monoxide in the PERCA system. S02 has shown to

propagate the chain, but it does not perform as well as CO.

S02 provides only 30% of the signal possible with CO, and

does not respond as quickly. It also causes negative zero-

modulation. Other reagents will have to be investigated.
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Appendix A

Computer Program to Collect Data

program colair;
(This program uses the lab tender to accumulate 7 channels
of data. Channel 14 is used to collect modulated data. The
modulation is controlled by port A pin 1. When the solenoid
is off, the data read on channel 14 is the background zero
signal. When it is on, the data sample signal is calculated
from the difference between the data on presently on channel
14 and the background zero signal. The program begins by
asking the operator what parameters he wishes to use. The
solenoid valve frequency is the time for the solenoid being
on plus off. The integration time is the time between
saving data on the disk. The time between file closures
determines the amount of data stored in each file. As the
program stores the modulation data it also samples channels
8 through 13 and stores this data on the disk as well.
Written by Bob Lynch.)

type
strl = string[l];
str8 = string[8);
strlO = string[10];
str14 = string[14];
inarry = array[O..8] of real;

var
intime : real; disk : text;
time : real; calval : real;
sample : real; volts : real;
hour : integer; zero : real;
min : integer; limit : real;
sec : integer; channel : integer;
gainset : real; fivesum : real;
fiveave : real; fivecnt : integer;
flag : boolean; hourpnt : integer;
fivetime : real; oldgain : real;
hlt : boolean; oldzero : real;
basesum : real; basecnt : integer;
baseline : real; inp : inarry;
filename : strl4; x : integer;
cal : inarry; response : strl;
colpos : integer; abvtime : str8;
indic : integer; avetime : integer;testhour : integer; uptime : integer;
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FUNCTION AND PROCEDURE DECLARATION

function adin (channel: integer) :real;
(This function returns the voltage present on channel
CHANNEL in ADIN.)
var
texnp:real;

begin
port[816] :=channel*2+l;
repeat
until port[816]>127;
temp:=port[817];
adin: =temp/255*lO;

end;

function datestr: strlO;
(datestr will contain the current date)
var
month :integer; monthst : string[2];
day : integer; dayst : string[2];

begin
month:=port[$2c7);
month:=(1O*(month div 16) + (month mod 16));
str (month:2, monthst);
if copy(monthst,l,l)=' I then begin
delete(monthst, 1,1);
insert('O',monthst,l);
end;

day:=port[$2c6];
day:=(lO*(day div 16) + (day mod 16));
str(day:2,dayst);
if copy(dayst,1,1)=' 'then begin
delete (dayst, 1, 1)
insert('O',dayst,1);
end;

datestr: =monthst+' - +dayst+' -1987';
end;

function timestr: str8;
(timestr will contain the current time)
var
hour : integer; hourst : string[2];
min : integer; minst :string(2];
sec : integer; secst : string[2];

begin
sec:=port[$2c2];

IrI
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sec:=(lO*(sec div 16) + (sec mod 16));
str(sec:2,secst);
if copy(secst,1,1)=' 'then begin
delete (secst, 1,1) ;
insert('O',secst,1);
end;

min:=port[$2c3];
min:=(1O*(min div 16) + (min mod 16));
str(min:2,minst);
if copy(minst,1,l)=' 'then begin
delete(minst,l,1);
insert('O',minst,1);
end;
hour:=port[$2c4];
hour:=(lO*(hour div 16) + (hour mod 16));
str (hour: 2,hourst);
if copy(hourst,l,1)=' I then begin
delete (hourst, 1,1);
insert('O',hourst,1);
end;

timestr:=hourst + minst + secst;
end;

function keystrk: boolean;
(This function sets keystrk=true if key has been depressed)
begin
if memw[OOOO:1050] <> memw[OOOO:1052] then
keystrk: =true

else keystrk: =false;
end;

function key: char;
(This function will set key equal to the character struck,
or wait until
a key is struck.)

var
temp : char;

begin
repeat
until keystrk;
read(kbd,temp);
key:=temp;

end;

funct ion brk: boolean;
(This function sets brk=true if X was last key depressed.)
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var
temp char;

begin
if keystrk then begin
read(kbd,temp);
if temp='X' then brk:=true
else brk:=false;
end
else brk:=false;

end;

procedure solenoid(state:integer);
(This procedure turns on and off digital output port A)
begin
port[831]:=128;
port[828]:=state;

end;
{**********************************************************)* .5.5

procedure timeval(var hour,min,sec:integer);
(timeval returns current hours,minutes, and seconds.)
begin
sec:=port[$2c2];
sec:=(1O*(sec div 16) + (sec mod 16));
min:=port[$2c3];
min:=(10*(min div 16) + (min mod 16));
hour:=port[$2c4];
hour:=(10*(hour div 16) + (hour mod 16));
end;

{*********************************************************** *5

procedure wait(time:real;var hlt:boolean);
(This procedure waits TIME amount of time from HOUR,MIN,SEC
and returns.
var
hour : integer; initmin : integer;
min : integer; initsec : integer;
sec : integer; minelaps: real;
inithour:integer; day : integer;
initday:integer;

begin
timeval(hour,min,sec);
initday:=port[$2c6];
initday:=(10*(initday div 16) + (initday mod 16));
inithour:=hour;
initmin:=min;
initsec:-sec;
repeat
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timeval (hour,min, sec);
day:=port[$2c6];
day:=(10*(day div 16) + (day mod 16));
gotoxy(68,2) ;write(timestr);
minelaps: (day-initday) *440+ (day-initday) *500+

(day-initday) *500+
(hour- inithour) *60+
(min-initmin) +(sec-initsec) /60;

if brk then hlt:=true;
until (minelaps>=time) or (hit);
end;

procedure voltave(limit:real;channel:integer;var
volts:real;var hlt:boolean);
(This procedure averages the voltages until 20% of timer
interval has elapsed.)
var
minelaps :real; nowmin :real;
voltsum :real; init : real;
voltcnt :integer; xit : boolean;

begin
timeval (hour,min, sec);
in it: =hour*60+min+sec/60;
voltsum: =0;
voltcnt:=0;
xit:=false;
repeat
gotoxy(68,2) ;write(timestr);
if brk then xit:= true;
voltsum:=voltsum+adin (channel);
if brk then xit:=true;
voltcnt :=voltcnt+l;
timeval (hour,min,sec);
nowmin: =hour*60+min+sec/60;
if brk then xit:=true;
minelaps :=nowmin-init;
if minelaps<0 then minelaps:=minelaps+1440;

until (minelaps>=limit) or (xit);
volts :=voltsum/voltcnt;
end;

procedure initfile(\rar disk:text;calval:real;cal:inarry);
(This procedure sets up a data file and puts headingN
information into it.)
var
x : integer;

begin
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filename:='b:'+(copy(datestr,1,2))+(copy(datestr,4,2))+
(copy(timestr,1,2))+(copy(timestr,3,2))+'.PRN';

assign(disk, filename);
rewrite (disk) ;
writeln(disk,"'This is data from Pomona California");
writeln(disk,datestr,'" TIME = "'0,timestr);
writeln(disk,"'Gain setting used to calculate DIFF"'1);
writein (disk);
writeln(disk, "'Calfactors-"'1);
writeln (disk, " DIFF and'","' BASE I'll"'If "',calval:7:3,"'1

nA per ppt');
for x:=1 to 7 do
writeln(disk,"' CH"'II," if ="',cal(x]:7:3,"'1 volts per

writein (disk);
writeln(disk, '"TIME"', '"1DIFF"'1 , '"1CHl"'1 I '"CH2"',0 '"1CH3"',1
I 1CH411U V , 'CH5"1 #I I "CH61"1 I "CH7 "' ,I "ZERO" ') ;
writein (disk, I "lHHMMSS"l ', 1 "lUAmps"1 I lee '" 1

', lii, $eil '"vel,
level lie 0, f"v"', I'lluAmps ' ) ;

end;

procedure five(var fivetime:real;var
flag:boolean;avetime: integer);
(This procedure calculates if it is time for a five minute
(or x minute) average calculation and set flag
accordingly.)
var
hour : integer; nowtime :real;
min : integer;
sec : integer;

begin
timeval(hour,min,sec);
nowtime: =hour*60+min+sec/60;
if nowtime <= fivetime then nowtime:=nowtime+1440;
if nowtime >= fivetime + avetime then begin
flag:=true;
timeval (hour,min, sec);
fivetime :=hour*60+min+sec/60;

end
else flag:=false;

end;

(begin MAIN program)

begin
intime:=l;
avetime: =5;
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uptime: =1;
for x:=1 to 7 do cal[x]:=l;
repeat (for scale changes loop)
hlt:=false;
clrscr;
channel:=14;
colpos :=0;
indic:=O;
writein;
intime: =intime*60;
write('What is the frequency of the solenoid valve in
seconds?');
write(' (',intime:5:0,') ');
readln(intime);
intime:=intime/60;
writein;
write('What is the integration time in minutes');
write(' (',avetime,') ');
readln(avetime);
writein;
write('What is the time between file closures in hours');
write(' (',uptime,') 1);
readln(uptime);
writein;
write('What is the gain setting of the luminol instrument
in uA per volt?');
if gainset<>0 then write(' (',gainset:7:4,')');
readln(gainset);
writein;
write('What is the cal factor in nA per ppt?');
if calval<>0 then write(' (f,calval:7:3,')'); (

readln(calval);
for x:=1 to 6 do begin
writeln;
write('What is the cal factor for channel ',x+7,' in volts

per ppb?');
write(' (',cal[x] :7:3,')');
readln(cal[x]);

end;
initfile(disk,calval,cal);
timeval (hour,min,sec);
hourpnt: =hour;
(begin taking data.)
clrscr;
gotoxy(l,25);write('To exit or change parameters press XI);
gotoxy(l,2) ;write('STATUS =');
gotoxy(60,2) ;write('TIME');
timeval (hour,min,sec);
fivetime: =hour*60+min+sec/60;
oldzero :=0;
fivesum: =0;
fivecnt:=0;
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basesum: =0;
basecnt:=0;
repeat (for data collection loop)
limit:=intime/4;
time:=intime/4;
gotoxy(15,2);write('ON ');
solenoid(1);
wait(time,hlt);
voltave(limit,channel,volts,hlt);
sample: =volts;
gotoxy(15,2) ;write('OFF');
solenoid(0);
wait(time,hlt);
voltave (limit, channel,t, hlt);
zero: =volts;
if oldzero=O then oldzero:=zero;
fivesum:=fivesum+ (sample- (zero+oldzero)/2);
fivecnt: =fivecnt+l;
basesum: =basesum+ zero;
basecnt: =basecnt+l;
oldzero: =zero;
five(fivetime, flag,avetime);
if flag then begin
fiveave :=f ivesum/fivecnt*ga inset;
baseline: =basesum/basecnt*ga inset;
for x:=1 to 6 do inp[xJ:=adin(xI7);
writeln(disk,timestr,' ',fiveave:9,' ',inp~l]:9,'

,inp[2]:9,' ',inp(3]:9,' ',inp(4]:9,' ',inp[5]:9,' ',

inp[61:9,' ',baseline:9);
fiveave: = (fiveave/calval*lE+3);
baseline:=(baseline/calval*lE+3);
for x:=l to 6 do inp[x]:=inp[x]/cal[x);
abvtime:=copy(timestr, 1,4);
gotoxy(15+indic,4) ;write(' ');
gotoxy(15+colpos,4) ;write('****');
gotoxy (3,5) ;write( ITIME I); gotoxy(15+colpos,5);

write(abvtime);
gotoxy(3,7);write('HO2ppt"); gotoxy(15+colpos,7);

write(fiveave:5:2);
gotoxy(3,9);write('CH 8 pb'); gotoxy(15+colpos,9);

write(inp~l] :5:2);
gotoxy (3,11) ;write ('CH 9 ppb'); gotoxy(15+colpos,ll);

write(inp[2] :5:2);
gotoxy (3, 13) ;write ('CHlO ppb'); gotoxy(15+colpos,13);

write(inp[3] :5:2);
gotoxy(3,15) ;write('CHllppb'); gotoxy(15+colpos,15);

write(inp[4] :5:2);
gotoxy (3, 17) ;write ('CHl2 ppb'); gotoxy(15+colpos,17);

write(inp[5] :5:2);
gotoxy (3, 19) ;write ('CH13 ppb'); gotoxy(15+colpos,19);

write(inp[6] :5:2);
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gotoxy(3,23) ;write ('zero ppb'); gotoxy(15+colpos,23);
write (baseline:5:2);

indic :=colpos;
colpos:=copos+9;
if colpos>60 then colpos:=0;
fivesum: =0;
fivecnt: =0;
basesum: =0;
basecnt :=0;
timeval (hour,min,sec);
testhour: =hour-hourpnt;
if testhour < 0 then testhour:=testhour+24;
if testhour > uptime-i then begin
hourpnt :=hour;
close (disk) ;
initfile(disk,calval,cal);

end
end

until (brk) or (hit); (end of data collection loop)
close (disk);
writeln;
write('Do you wish to change parameters?');
readln (response);
until response='n'; (end of scale changes loop)
clrscr;
writeln('exiting calair program.');
end.

- - - -- - - - - --



Appendix B

Determination of formaldehyde concentration

To quantify the amount of formaldehyde introduced in to

the bag, the UV absorbance at 280nm of the original 37.7%
-.

solution was accomplished by a Beckman DU-50

spectrophotometer (Figure 49). A known amount of the

formaldehyde solution and container were weighed, and 96.3 '

liters of air were bubbled through the solution at a flow of

9.73ml/min. The solution was reweighed, and the absorbance

spectrum was repeated (Figure 50). The concentration of

formaldehyde removed from the solution could not be

determined. It is likely the formaldehyde solution began

polymerizing. This interfered with the ability to measure

the formaldehyde concentration, since the polymer has an

even larger absorption coefficient than the initial

formaldehyde.
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Appendix C

Hydrocarbon Study of Chlorine Photolysis
Flow Tube Calibration System

Hydrocarbon Study

Signal ftr Chloine Photovlyl
190-
tao
170

160l1, . + +

140

0130

o 120

110 - 0 1

.2 100

CL ,so o70 -7
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Figure 51. Hydrocarbon Study. Different
hydrocarbons were tried in place of hydrogen
in the chlorine photolysis flow tube
calibration system with the resulting signals.
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